
Math Basic Skills Committee of Connecticut 
Minutes of the October 12 , 2001 meeting 

Central Connecticut State University 
 

Alain D’Amour (chaired) called the meeting to order at 1:40 PM. 
 
In attendance: Kathy Bavelas (MCC), Alice Burstein (MxCC), Jean-Marc Cenet (TCC), Robert 
Clark (TCC), Alain D’Amour (SCSU), Elaine Dinto (NVCC), Miquel Garcia (GWCC), Alice 
Grandgeorge (MCC),David Gross (UCONN), Pat Hirschy (ACC & CCC), Joe Karnowski (NCC), 
Paula Maida (WCSU), Jeff McGowan (CCSU), Michelle Merriweather (SCSU) 
 
The following have new email addresses:  Burstein   aburstein@mxcc.commnet.edu
            Maida  maidap@wcsu.ctstateu.edu
            Garcia  mgarcia@gwcc.commnet.edu
            Cenet  Tx-Cenet@commnet.edu
            Clark  Tx_Clark@commnet.edu
 
1. Minutes from the Sept. 14 meeting:  Add in announcements that the October 16 conference 

was sponsored by  CAMPY. Also add for clarification: Tim Craine forwarded information  from 
Alan Sturz ( Director of Institutional Research at CCSU) from the CSU Vice-Presidents 
regarding the elementary algebra prerequisites.  Approved with additions. 

2. Announcements: 
Kathy Bavelas reminded folks to talk up the My 17 event—CAMPY on Campus.  
Approximately 60 presenters are needed for 2.5 hour workshops planned for talented math 
middle grade students being held on six of the CC campuses. Please ask colleagues to consider. 
Contact Kathy Bavelas at kbavelas@snet.net
MATYCONN is having its fall dinner meeting at MxCC on Nov. 2. Michael Frame will do both 
a workshop and dinner presentation on fractals. 

3. Ross Gingrich reports that Southern is getting ready to implement Accuplacer placement 
testing and is interested in the versions other campuses are using or if they are using the web-
based platform. Please find out and email Alain.  Western is using the web-based platform. 

4. ETS does permit the use of the TI 89 or equivalent grapher with a CAS on the AP math exams. 
5. Planning for the April 2002 conference:  Should we send out another save the date flyer?  Use 

of email, the CT List serve through the CT Academy, Repeat in the ATOMIC Newsletter. Also 
feel the high schools need a hard copy.  Kathy will check with Terri Clark at the CT Academy 
to see if they can provide labels. This flyer should be catchy and use the NCTM Standards as an 
eye-catcher.  Michelle and Elaine will work on one. 

 
Discussion of possible topics for April conference followed: 
6. Question—for the 3 year of high school math requirement—does algebra taken in middle school 

count as one of those years or do middle grade students who take algebra in middle school just 
get 1 credit toward h.s. graduation but still have to take 3 years in the grade 9 – 12 years? 

7. Topic: New CT law mandates as of fall 2002 for graduates in 2006 that every h.s. must have 
some h.s. graduation requirement that somehow includes the CAPT test—not to be a sole 
determiner BUT----.  What are the implications of this?  Discussion ensued. 

8. Topic:  Placement exams do not reflect changes in mathematics over the past decade—critical 
thinking and solving multi-step problems -- is this appropriate for April 13 conference. 

9. Topic: How do we stem the developmental tidal wave? 
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10. Topic: How to college math expectations align with h.s. math expectations?  Content – what do 
each of the sides expect student to know?  After 3 years in h.s. what content have students had? 
Perhaps instead of expectations—look at getting agreement on basic skills? 

11. Learning process of mathematics—mastery, retention transfer and ability to transfer to next 
level. 

12. We need more structured questions and then provide time for reflection.  Will one conference 
we enough—do we need follow –up—more programs to foster dialog? 

13. Should we offer the placement exam in h.s.   Accuplacer has PASS—but who will pay? 
14. Make a one hour video on Basic Skills—freshman could view before taking and hopefully then 

review a bit so the test will more adequately reflect their prior knowledge.  Many take cold now 
after a one year vacation from math.  Nor serious either—student does not appreciate the 
seriousness of the placement test task. 

15. Email Alain 1 topic for the conference  in one week 
 
 
Next meeting Nov. 9 at central.  Meeting adjourned at 3:25 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted. 
Kathy Bavelas 
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